Figure 1: We introduce a deep learning framework for computing dense correspondences between human shapes in arbitrary, complex poses, and wearing varying clothing. Our approach can handle full 3D models as well as partial scans generated from a single depth map. The source and target shapes do not need to be the same subject, as highlighted in the left pair.
Introduction
The computation of correspondences between geometric shapes is a fundamental building block for many important tasks in 3D computer vision, such as reconstruction, tracking, analysis, and recognition. Temporally-coherent sequences of partial scans of an object can be aligned by first finding corresponding points in overlapping regions, then recovering the motion by tracking surface points through a sequence of 3D data; semantics can be extracted by fitting a 3D template model to an unstructured input scan. With the popularization of commodity 3D scanners and recent advances in correspondence algorithms for deformable shapes, human bodies can now be easily digitized [24, 29, 11] and their performances captured using a single RGB-D sensor [23, 42] .
Most techniques are based on robust non-rigid surface registration methods that can handle complex skin and cloth deformations, as well as large regions of missing data due to occlusions. Because geometric features can be ambiguous and difficult to identify and match, the success of these techniques generally relies on the deformation between source and target shapes being reasonably small, with sufficient overlap. While local shape descriptors [34] can be used to determine correspondences between surfaces that are far apart, they are typically sparse and prone to false matches, which require manual clean-up. Dense correspondences between shapes with larger deformations can be obtained reliably using statistical models of human shapes [4, 7] , but the subject has to be naked [6] . For clothed bodies, the automatic computation of dense mappings [20, 25, 33, 10] have been demonstrated on full surfaces with significant shape variations, but are limited to compatible or zero-genus surface topologies. Consequently, an automated method for estimating accurate dense correspondence between partial shapes, such as scans from a single RGB-D camera and arbitrarily large deformations has not yet been proposed.
We introduce a deep neural network structure for computing dense correspondences between shapes of clothed subjects in arbitrary complex poses. The input surfaces can be a full model, a partial scan, or a depth map, maximizing the range of possible applications (see Figure 1 ). Our system is trained with a large dataset of depth maps generated from the human bodies of the SCAPE database [4] , as well as from clothed subjects of the Yobi3D [2] and MIT [44] dataset. While all meshes in the SCAPE database are in full correspondence, we manually labeled the clothed 3D body models. We combined both training datasets and learned a global feature descriptor using a network structure that is well-suited for the unified treatment of different training data (bodies, clothed subjects).
Similar to the unified embedding approach of FaceNet [36] , we extend the AlexNet [21] classification network to learn distinctive feature vectors for different subregions of the human body. Traditional classification neural networks tend to separate the embedding of surface points lying in different but nearby classes. Thus, using such learned feature descriptors for correspondence matching between deformed surfaces often results in significant outliers at the segmentation boundaries. In this paper, we introduce a technique based on repeated mesh segmentations to produce smoother embeddings into feature space. This technique maps shape points that are geodesically close on the surface of their corresponding 3D model to nearby points in the feature space. As a result, not only are outliers considerably reduced during deformable shape matching, but we also show that the amount of training data can be drastically reduced compared to conventional learning methods. While the performance of our dense correspondence computation is comparable to state of the art techniques between two full models, we also demonstrate that learning shape priors of clothed subjects can yield highly accurate matches between partial-to-full and partial-to-partial shapes. Our examples include fully clothed individuals in a variety of complex poses.We also demonstrate the effectiveness of our method on a template based performance capture application that uses a single RGB-D camera as input. Our contributions are as follows:
• Ours is the first approach that finds accurate and dense correspondences between clothed human body shapes with partial input data and is considerably more efficient than traditional non-rigid registration techniques.
• We develop a new deep convolutional neural network architecture that learns a smooth embedding using a multi-segmentation technique on human shape priors. We also show that this approach can significantly reduce the amount of training data.
• We describe a unified learning framework that combines training data sets from human body shapes in different poses and a database of clothed subjects in a canonical pose.
Related Work
Finding shape correspondences is a well-studied area of geometry processing. However, the variation in human clothing, pose, and topological changes induced by different poses make applying existing methods very difficult.
The main computational challenge is that the space of possible correspondences between two surfaces is very large: discretizing both surfaces using n points and attempting to naively match them is an O(n!) calculation. The problem becomes tractable given enough prior knowledge about the space of possible deformations; for instance if the two surfaces are nearly-isometric, both surfaces can be embedded in a higher-dimensional Euclidean space where they can be aligned rigidly [12] . Other techniques can be used if the mapping satisfies specific properties, e.g. being conformal [25, 19] . Kim et al [20] generalize this idea by searching over a carefully-chosen polynomial space of blended conformal maps, but this method does not extend to matching partial surfaces or to surfaces of nonzero genus.
Another common approach is to formulate the correspondence problem variationally: to define an energy function on the space of correspondences that measures their quality, which is then maximized. One popular objective is to measure preservation of pair-wise geodesic [9] or diffusion [8] distances. Such global formulations often lead to NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems for which various relaxation schemes are used, including spectral relaxation [22] , Markov random fields [3] , and convex relaxation [47, 10] . These methods require that the two surfaces are nearly-isometric, so that these distances are nearlypreserved; this assumption is invalid for human motion involving topological changes.
A second popular objective is to match selected subsets of points on the two surfaces with similar feature descriptors [35, 48, 26, 5] . However, finding descriptors that are both invariant to typical human and clothing deformations and also robust to topological changes remains a challenge. Local geometric descriptors, such as spin images [18] or curvature [32] have proven to be insufficient for establishing reliable correspondences as they are extrinsic and fragile under deformations. A recent focus is on spectral shape embedding and induced descriptors [17, 39, 30, 5, 28] . These descriptors are effective on shapes that undergo nearisometric deformations. However, due to the sensitivity of spectral operators to partial data and topological noise, they are not applicable to partial 3D scans.
A natural idea is to replace ad-hoc geometric descriptors with those learned from data. Several recent papers [27, 15, 49, 14] have successfully used this idea for finding correspondences between 2D images, and have shown that descriptors learned from deep neural networks are significantly better than generic pixel-wise descriptors in this context. Inspired by these methods, we propose to use deep neural networks to compute correspondence between full/partial scans of clothed humans. In this manner, our work is similar to Fischer et al [13] , which applies deep learning to the problem of solving for the optical flows between images; unlike Fischer, however, our method finds correspondences between two human shapes even if there is little or no coherence between the two shapes. Regression forests [41, 31] can also be used to infer geometric locations from depth image, however such methods has not yet achieve comparable accuracies with state-of-the-art registration method on full or partial data [10] .
Problem Statement and Overview
We introduce a deep learning framework to compute dense correspondences across full or partial human shapes. We train our system using depth maps of humans in arbitrary pose and with varying clothing.
Given depth maps of two humans I 1 , I 2 , our goal is to determine which two regions R i ⊂ I i of the depth maps come from corresponding parts of the body, and to find the correspondence map φ : R 1 → R 2 between them. Our strategy for doing so is to formulate the correspondence problem first as a classification problem: we first learn a feature descriptor f : I → R d which maps each pixel in a single depth image to a feature vector. We then utilize these feature descriptors to establish correspondences across depth maps (see Figure 2) . We desire the feature vector to satisfy two properties:
1. f depends only on the pixel's location on the human body, so that if two pixels are sampled from the same anatomical location on depth scans of two different humans, their feature vector should be nearly identical, irrespective of pose, clothing, body shape, and angle from which the depth image was captured;
is small when p and q represent nearby points on the human body, and large for distant points.
The literature takes two different approaches to enforcing these properties when learning descriptors using convolutional neural networks. Direct methods include in their loss functions terms penalizing failure of these properties (by using e.g. Siamese or triplet-loss energies). However, it is not trivial how to sample a dense set of training pairs or triplets that can all contribute to training [36] . Indirect methods instead optimize the network architecture to perform classification. The network consists of a descriptor extraction tower and a classification layer, and peeling off the classification layer after training leaves the learned descriptor network (for example, many applications use descriptors extracted from the second-to-last layer of the AlexNet.) This approach works since classification networks tend to assign similar (dissimilar) descriptors to the input points belonging to the same (different) class, and thus satisfy the above properties implicitly. We take the indirect approach, as our experiments suggest that an indirect method that uses an ensemble of classification tasks has better performance and computational efficiency.
Descriptor learning as ensemble classification
There are two challenges to learning a feature descriptor for depth images of human models using this indirect approach. First, the training data is heterogenous: between different human models, it is only possible to obtain a sparse set of key point correspondences, while for different poses of the same person, we may have dense pixel-wise correspondences (e.g., SCAPE [4] ). Second, smoothness of descriptors learned through classification is not explicitly enforced. Even though some classes tend to be closer to each other than the others in reality, the network treats all classes equally.
To address both challenges, we learn per-pixel descriptors for depth images by first training a network to solve a group of classification problems, using a single feature extraction tower shared by the different classification tasks. This strategy allows us to combine different types of training data as well as designing classification tasks for various objectives. Formally, suppose there are M classification problems C i , 1 ≤ i ≤ M . Denote the parameters to be learned in classification problem C i as (w i , w), where w i and w are the parameters corresponding to the classification layer and descriptor extraction tower, respectively. We define the descriptor learning as minimizing a combination of loss functions of all classification problems:
After training, we take the optimized descriptor extraction tower as the output. It is easy to see that when w i , w are given by convolutional neural networks, Eqn. 1 can be effectively optimized using stochastic gradient descent through back-propagation.
To address the challenge of heterogenous training sets, we include two types of classification tasks in our ensemble: one for classifying key points, used for iter-subject training where only sparse ground-truth correspondences are available, and one for classifying dense pixel-wise labels, e.g., by segmenting models into patches (See Figure 3) , used for intra-subject training. Both contribute to the learning of the descriptor extraction tower.
To ensure descriptor smoothness, instead of introducing additional terms in the loss function, we propose a simple yet effective strategy that randomizes the dense-label generation procedure. Specifically, as shown in Figure 3 , we consider multiple segmentations of the same person, and introduce a classification problem for each. Clearly, identical points will always be associated with the same label and far-apart points will be associated with different labels. Yet for other points, the number of times that they are associated with the same label is related to the distance between them. Consequently, the similarity of the feature descriptors are correlated to the distance between them on the human body resulting in a smooth embedding satisfying the desired properties discussed in the beginning of the section. The end-to-end network architecture generates a per-pixel feature descriptor and a classification label for all pixels in a depth map simultaneously. From top to bottom in column: The filter size and the stride, the number of filters, the type of the activation function, the size of the image after filtering and the number of copies reserved for up-sampling.
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Figure 3: To ensure smooth descriptors, we define a classification problem for multiple segmentations of the human body. Nearby points on the body are likely to be assigned the samal label in at least one segmentation.
Correspondence Computation
Our trained network can be used to extract per-pixel feature descriptors for depth maps. For full or partial 3D scans, we first render depth maps from multiple viewpoints and compute a per-vertex feature descriptor by averaging the per-pixel descriptors of the depth maps. We use these descriptors to establish correspondences simply by a nearest neighbor search in the feature space (see Figure 2 ).
For applications that require deforming one surface to align with the other, we can fit the correspondences described in this paper into any existing deformation method to generate the alignment. In this paper, we use the efficient as-rigid-as possible deformation model described in [23] .
Implementation Details
We first discuss how we generate the training data and then describe the architecture of our network.
Training Data Generation
Collecting 3D Shapes. To generate the training data for our network, we collected 3D models from three major resources: the SCAPE [4] , the MIT [44] , and the Yobi3D [2] data sets. The SCAPE database provides 71 registered meshes of one person in different poses. The MIT dataset contains the animation sequences of three different characters. Similar to SCAPE, the models of the same person have dense ground truth correspondences. We used all the animation sequences except for the samba and swing ones, which we reserve for evaluation. Yobi3D is an online repository that contains a diverse set of 2000 digital characters with varying clothing. Note that the Yobi3D dataset covers the shape variability in local geometry, while the SCAPE and the MIT datasets cover the variability in pose. Simulated Scans. We render each model from 144 different viewpoints to generate training depth images. We use a depth image resolution of 512 × 512 pixels, where the rendered human character covers roughly half of the height of the depth image. This setup is comparable to those captured from commercial depth cameras; for instance, the Kinect One (v2) camera provides a depth map with resolution 512×424, where a human of height 1.7 meters standing 2.5 meters away from the camera has a height of around 288 pixels in the depth image. Key-point annotations. We employ human experts to annotate 33 key points across the input models as shown in Figure 4 . These key points cover a rich set of salient points that are shared by different human models (e.g. left shoulder, right shoulder, left hip, right hip etc.). Note that for shapes in the SCAPE and MIT datasets, we only annotate one rest-shape and use the ground-truth correspondences to propagate annotations. The annotated key points are then propagated to simulated scans, providing 33 classes for training. The annotated data can be downloaded upon request 1 . 500-patch segmentation generation. For each distinctive model in our model collection, we divide it into multiple 500-patch segmentations. Each segmentation is generated by randomly picking 10 points on each model, and then adding the remaining points via furthest point-sampling. In total we use 100 pre-computed segmentations. Each such segmentation provides 500 classes for depth scans of the same person (with different poses).
Network Design and Training
The neural network structure we use for training consists of a descriptor extraction tower and a classification module.
Extraction tower. The descriptor extraction tower takes a depth image as input and extracts for each pixel a dimension d (d = 16 in this paper) descriptor vector. A popular choice is to let the network extract each pixel descriptor using a neighboring patch (c.f. [15, 49] ). However, such a strategy is too expensive in our setting as we have to compute this for dozens of thousands of patches per scan.
Our strategy is to design a network that takes the entire depth image as input and simultaneously outputs a descriptor for each pixel. Compared with the patch-based strategy, the computation of patch descriptors are largely shared among adjacent patches, making descriptor computation fairly efficient in testing time. Table 1 describes the proposed network architecture. The first 7 layers are adapted from the AlexNet architec-1 mail request to the first author is preferred.
ture. Specifically, the first layer downsamples the input image by a factor of 4. This downsampling not only makes the computations faster and more memory efficient, but also removes salt-and-pepper noise which is typical in the output from depth cameras. Moreover, we adapt the strategy described in [37] to modify the pooling and inner product layers so that we can recover the original image resolution through upsampling. The final layer performs upsampling by using neighborhood information in a 3-by-3 window. This upsampling implicitly performs linear smoothing between the descriptors of neighboring pixels. It is possible to further smooth the descriptors of neighboring pixels in a post-processing step, but as shown in our results, this is not necessary since our network is capable of extracting smooth and reliable descriptors.
Classification module. The classification module receives the per-pixel descriptors and predicts a class for each annotated pixel (i.e., either key points in the 33-class case or all pixels in the 500-class case). Note that we introduce one layer for each segmentation of each person in the SCAPE and the MIT datasets and one shared layer for all the key points. Similar to AlexNet, we employ softmax when defining the loss function.
Training. The network is trained using a variant of stochastic gradient descent. Specifically, we randomly pick a task (i.e., key points or dense labels) for a random partial scan and feed it into the network for training. If the task is dense labels, we also randomly pick a segmentation among all possible segmentations. We run 200,000 iterations when tuning the network, with a batch size of 128 key points or dense labels which may come from multiple datasets.
Results
We evaluate our method extensively on various real and synthetic datasets, naked and clothed subjects, as well as full and partial matching for challenging examples as illustrated in Figure 5 . The real capture data examples (last column) are obtained using a Kinect One (v2) RGB-D sensor and demonstrate the effectiveness of our method for real life scenarios. Each partial data is a single depth map frame with 512 × 424 pixels and the full template model is obtained using the non-rigid 3D reconstruction algorithm of [24] . All examples include complex poses (side views and bended postures), challenging garment (dresses and vests), and props (backpacks and hats).
We use 4 different synthetic datasets to provide quantitative error visualizations of our method using the ground truth models. The 3D models from both SCAPE and MIT databases are part of the training data of our neural network, while the FAUST and Mixamo models [1] are not used for training. The SCAPE and FAUST data sets are exclusively naked human body models, while the MIT and Mixamo Figure 5: Our system can handle full-to-full, partial-to-full, and partial-to-partial matchings between full 3D models and partial scans generated from a single depth map. We evaluate our method on various real and synthetic datasets. In addition to correspondence colorizations for the source and target, we visualize the error relative to the synthetic ground truth. models are clothed subjects. For all synthetic examples, the partial scans are generated by rendering depth maps from a single camera viewpoint. The Adobe Fuse and Mixamo softwares [1] were used to procedurally model realistic characters and generate complex animation sequences through a motion library provided by the software.
The correspondence colorizations validate the accuracy, smoothness, and consistency of our dense matching computation for extreme situations, including topological variations between source and target. While the correspondences intra AE intra WE inter AE Table 2 : We compare our method to the recent work of Chen et al. [10] by computing correspondences for intraand inter-subject pairs from the FAUST data set. We provide the average error on all pairs (AE, in centimeters) and average error on the worst pair for each technique (worst AE, in centimeters). While our results may introduce worse WE, overall accuracies are improved in both cases.
are accurately determined in most surface regions, we often observe larger errors on depth map boundaries, hands, and feet, as the segmented clusters are slightly too large in those areas. Notice how the correspondences between front and back views are being correctly identified in the real capture 1 example for the full-to-partial matchings. Popular skeleton extraction methods from single-view 3D captures such as [38, 46, 43] often have difficulties resolving this ambiguity.
Comparisons. General surface matching techniques which are not restricted to naked human body shapes are currently the most suitable solutions for handling subjects with clothing. Though robust to partial input scans such as single-view RGB-D data, cutting edge non-rigid registration techniques [16, 23] often fail to converge for large scale deformations without additional manual guidance as shown in Figure 6 . When both source and target shapes are full models, an automatic mapping between shapes with considerable deformations becomes possible as shown in [20, 25, 33, 10] . We compare our method with the recent work of Chen et al. [10] and compute correspondences between pairs of scans sampled from the same (intra-subject) and different (inter-subject) subjects. Chen et al. evaluate a rich set of methods on randomly sampled pairs from the FAUST database [7] and report the state of the art results for their method. For a fair comparison, we also evaluate our method on the same set of pairs. As shown in Table 2, our method improves the average accuracy for both the intra-and the inter-subject pairs. Note that by using simple AlexNet structure, we can easily achieve an average accuracy of 10 cm. However, if multiple segmentations are not adapted to enforce smoothness, the worst average error can be up to 30 cm in our experiments.
Application. We demonstrate the effectiveness our corrrespondence computation for a template based performance capture application using a depth map sequence captured from a single RGB-D sensor. The complete geometry and motion is reconstructed in every sequence by deforming a given template model to match the partial scans at each incoming frame of the performance. Unlike existing methods [40, 23, 45, 42] which track a template using the previ- Figure 6 : We compare our method to other non-rigid registration algorithms and show that larger deformations between a full template and a partial scan can be handled.
ous frame, we always deform the template model from its canonical rest pose using the computed full-to-partial correspondences in order to avoid potential drifts. Deformation is achieved using the robust non-rigid registration algorithm presented in Li et al. [23] , where the closest point correspondences are replaced with the ones obtained from the presented method. Even though the correspondences are computed independently in every frame, we observe a temporally consistent matching during smooth motions without enforcing temporal coherency as with existing performance capture techniques as shown in Figure 7 . Since our deep learning framework does not require source and target shapes to be close, we can effectively handle large and instantenous motions. For the real capture data, we visualize the reconstructed template model at every frame and for the synthetic model we show the error to the ground truth.
Limitations. Like any supervised learning approach, our framework cannot handle arbitrary shapes as our prior is entirely based on the class of training data. Despite our superior performance compared to the state of the art, our current implementation is far from perfect. For poses and clothings that are significantly different than those from the training data set, our method still produces wrong correspondences. However, the outliers are often groupped together due to the enforced smoothness of our embedding, which could be advantageous for outlier detection. Due to the limited memory capacity of existing GPUs, our current approach requires downsizing of the training input, and hence the correspondence resolutions are limited to 512×512 depth map pixels.
Performance. We perform all our experiments on a 6-core Intel Core i7-5930K Processor with 3.9 GHz and 16GB RAM. Both offline training and online correspondence computation run on an NVIDIA GeForce TITAN X (12GB GDDR5) GPU. While the complete training of our neural network takes about 250 hours of computation, the extraction of all the feature descriptors never exceeds 1 ms for each depth map. The subsequent correspondence computation with these feature descriptors varies between 0.5 and 1 s, depending on the resolution of our input data. We perform geometry and motion reconstruction by deforming a template model to captured data at each frame using the correspondences computed by our method. Even though we do not enforce temporal coherency explicitly, we obtain faithful and smooth reconstructions. We show examples both in real and synthetic data.
Conclusion
We have shown that a deep learning framework can be particularly effective at establishing accurate and dense correspondences between partial scans of clothed subjects in arbitrary poses. The key insight is that a smooth embedding needs to be learned to reduce misclassification artifacts at segmentation boundaries when using traditional classification networks. We have shown that a loss function based on the integration of multiple random segmentations can be used to enforce smoothness. This segmentation scheme also significantly decreases the amount of training data needed as it eliminates an exhaustive pairwise distance computation between the feature descriptors during training as apposed to methods that work on pairs or triplets of samples. Compared to existing classification networks, we also present the first framework that unifies the treatment of human body shapes and clothed subjects. In addition to its remarkable efficiency, our approach can handle both full models and partial scans, such as depth maps captured from a single view. While not as general as some state of the art shape matching methods [20, 25, 33, 10] , our technique significantly outperforms them for partial input shapes that are human bodies with clothing.
Future Work. While a large number of poses were used for training our neural network, we would like to explore the performance of our system when the training data is augmented with additional body shapes beyond the statistical mean human included in the SCAPE database; and with examples that feature not only subject self-occlusion, but also occlusion of the subject by large foreground objects (such as passing cars). The size of the clothed training data set is limited by the tedious need to manually annotate correspondences; this limitation could be circumvented by simulating the draping of a variety of virtual garments and automatically extracting dense ground truth correspondences between different poses. While our proposed method exhibits few outliers, they are still difficult to prune in some cases, which negatively impacts any surface registration technique. We believe that more sophisticated filtering techniques, larger training data sets, and a global treatment of multiple input shapes can further improve the correspondence computation of the presented technique.
